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8 Pilot Products, Inc.: Setting course for the future
by Carolyn J. Hebel
A closer look at a New York-based business that has provided natural rubber gums for the rubber stamp industry since 1949.

12 Making money with CorelDRAW: Heat-applied graphics—The resources
by John and Judy McDaniel, contributing writers
In the last two installments, we looked at the products you can create, along with the equipment required and its cost. This time, we’ll look at the training and other resources available to help you get started.

14 ICE and stamp makers: Partnering to fight document and benefit fraud
In 2010, ICE launched Operation Genesius, a program which focuses on identifying suspicious purchases of stamps and printing equipment that could be used to manufacture identity documents.

18 Stamp Shop Web™ How to change settings in your website—Part 4
by Becky Skelley
This month, we continue our journey through the Settings Tab with the Payment section, Product Reviews section and Returns section server settings and orders.

23 Cloud computing—Part 3: The next computer revolution
by John McDaniel
In this CorelDRAW® series, we continue to explore cloud computing, the next big ongoing movement within the computer revolution.
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